Procedures to install LED Lighting:

1. Turn on four way flashers and observe that the light to be replaced operates correctly.
2. Turn off four way flashers.
3. Remove lens assembly; be careful not to break the plastic, look carefully for mounting screws.
4. Remove light bulb socket from lens assembly.

5. Insert meter as shown to find the + turn signal, and the ground.
6. Turn on four way flashers and find + turn signal to ground.

7. Turn off four way flashers.

Continued-->
8. Crimp connector across, parallel with the LED Light wires to simulate the original light bulb hooked up.

9. Turn on signal for quick test for the correct side, left or right side, and observe the flashing to be correct.
10. Mount the aluminum power resistor to metal body only, such as the frame, or bumper, away from plastic parts, painted surfaces, wires, or wire harnesses.

11. Reinstall lens assembly in reverse order from number 3. Be careful not break it during the reinstallation.